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Abstract 

In the modern age of information technology security of valuable asset become much 

important issue. Intrusion detection system plays a most important role in this area. It 

protects the system by attacks or threats by unauthorized access or person. The previous 

study has identified the need for more enhancements in the research of intrusion 

detection. This study gives the outline for intrusion detection and proposed a hybrid 

classification based method based on Decision Tree and K-Nearest Neighbor. This 

experiment perform on the bases of cross-10 fold validation techniques on the basis of 

decision tree and KNN classifiers and proposed hybrid classifier by using KDD cup 

dataset. Experimental result shows that the proposed idea gives good result as compared 

to individual base algorithms 
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1. Introduction 

Intrusion detection system is security mechanisms which use to detect abnormal 

behavior in the network. By the high progress in information technology the use of 

computer network highly increase, network security become more important. Landwehr, 

Bull, McDermott & Choi, 1994) show all network have security issues which can be 

difficult to handle and also expensive for production. Therefor the idea of intrusion 

detection in network security is more important. This is also important that intrusion 

detection not only to detect intrusion but also monitors the attempts to break security. 

(Chen, Hsu &Shen, 2005)[1] Describe the old security methods like authentication, 

programming errors, encryption or firewall can be first line of protection. Weak password 

cannot be prevent unauthorized access or use, sometime firewall are defenseless to 

mistakes in formation and irregular to unclear or undecided security rules. So intrusion 

detection is needed as an extra strength for system protection and privacy. (Heady, Luger, 

Maccabe, &Servilla, 1990)[2] (Sundaram, 1996) [3] intrusion detection get to collect and 

analysis number of key point from system and network to find any unusual behavior 

against the policies of the system. The mixture of hardware and software for detection 

intrusion is IDS (Zhao, Chen & Lou, 2011) [4]. There are two main tactics for intrusion 

detection. Misuse and anomaly detection. Misuse detection contains the pattern which 

already defines in the database. This kind of detection also recognized as signature base 

detection.  On the other hand anomaly detection consider as anomalous. This means for 

establish normal activity profile we can have theory to flag all system states to establish 

outline as intrusion strike. These two type of detection have own strength and weakness. 

The former can notice known attacks and have great correctness vs pattern matching on 

known signatures, but drawback is that they cannot detect unknown attack. The other 
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techniques anomaly can detect unknown attacks by statistical analysis but drawback is 

that it has high number of false alarm issue. In the propose methods we design hybrid 

algorithm which have ability to low number of false alarm and also increase detection 

accuracy  by detecting known and unknown attacks. In the experiment we use dataset 

NSL-KDD 1999. A standard dataset. It was formed from KDDCUP 1999. Through the 

experiment we examine four types of attack DOS, U2R, R2L and Probe. 

Intrusion detection system made analysis the logs or information collected by sensors, 

and back to a mixture of input the sensors to system admin. Admin gets the solution or 

treatment handled by IDS. In these days data mining comes like a vital tool for analysis 

the input of sensors. Following figure shows the setup of IDS to make protection server 

from internal and external network.    

 

 

Figure 1. A Typical Setup of Intrusion Detection 

Intrusion detection must have detection rate for attack of 100% also with false positive 

0%. Actually, practically it’s very hard to cover it. The very important parameters or 

limitations included in the efficiency estimation of intrusion detection shows following in 

Table 1.  

Table 1. Limitations for Presentation Approximation of IDS 
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2. Literature Review 

Early 1980, the idea of intrusion detection started by Anderson’s paper (Anderson, 

1980) [5] he produced a risk classification idea that made a security scanning scrutiny 

system depends on detection irregularities in user behavior. In 1986, Dr. Denning 

introduce many ideas for IDS built on “statics”, “Markov chains”, “Time series”, etc 

(Denning, 1987) [6]. In the starting 1980’s stand-ford research institute develop an IDS 

expert system that observe user behavior and doubtful events (Denning & Neumann, 

1985) In 1988, anomaly detection statistical based IDS proposed by Haystack (Smaha & 

Haystack, 1988) [7], which had capabilities both user & collection/group based anomaly 

detection tactics. In (1996, Forrest) [8] planned a similarity among the human protected 

scheme and intrusion detection that include monitoring program system call sequences to 

make a normal profile. In 2000 (valdes and Skinner) [9] made an anomaly based IDS that 

used NB network to execute intrusion detection on traffic bursts 

In 2003 (Kruegel, Mutz) [10] developed multisensory fusion scope used NB classifier 

for organization and defeat of false alarms that comes from different IDS devices were 

gathered to produce single alarm. In 2003(Yeung & Ding, 2003) [11] developed an 

“anomaly-based intrusion detection” by the use of “Markov model” that figure the sample 

probability of practical sequence using the onward or backward algorithm for classifying 

anomalous. In 2008, (P. Garcı a-Teodoroa) [12] provide survey of the famous and well-

known anomaly-based intrusion detection approaches, available platforms, schemes under 

grow and outline the main experiments to be allocated with for the big measure 

deployment of anomaly-based intrusion detectors, with special stress on assessment 

issues. In 2010 (Anna Sperotto, Gregor Schaffrath) [13] give a survey of research in the 

field of flow based intrusion detection. Secondly discuss the suitable platform, system 

under construction and research areas for given topic. Finally discuss the main challenges 

for implementation in high scale anomaly based IDS  

In the same year, 2010 (Shelly Xiaonan Wu) [14] provide review about an outline of 

the research progress in applied computational Intelligence approaches to the problem of 

intrusion detection. The research acquired essential approaches of CI, ANN, fuzzy 

systems, artificial security systems, evolutionary computation, swarm intelligence, and 

soft computing. In 2016 (Anna L. Buczak ) [15] provide a survey in which Data mining 

methods is explained, debate on challenges by usage ML/DM for internet security and 

some ideas on when to use a given method are provided. 

 

3. Dataset Description 

Since KDD99 1999 (Yimin, 2004) [16] most use and popular dataset for the 

assessment of anomaly detection approaches. The dataset make on the bases on data 

capture in “DARPA-98 evaluation program” (KDD, 99). “DARPA-98” is near about 4 

GB of compact binary tcp-dump data of seven weeks of network flow. The dataset 

contain two million connection records for two weeks network flow for test dataset. KDD 

training dataset have near about “4,900,00” single connection paths every of which 

contains 40 features and label as normal or abnormal, which can specify as following 

attack types 

Denial of Service Attack (DOS): It is a malicious attempt in which the attacker makes 

server or network resource unavailable or much busy to hold the requests. User to Root 

Attack  

User to Root (U2R): It is a type of exploit in which attacker has a local normal user 

account access the system. But an attacker takes the advantage of present vulnerabilities 

in the system like sniffing passwords, and gets the super user privilege access. 

Remote to Local Attack (R2L): is a type of attack in which an attacker machine is 

able to send a packet remotely but does not have an account on the victim machine. So by 
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taking advantage of any vulnerabilities on the target machine, the attacker gets access to 

the victim machine. 

Probing Attack: It is a very basic and initial step of misusing any system. The attacker 

scans a machine to find out the weakness or vulnerabilities in the network to exploit the 

victim machine. 

 
3.1. Corrected KDD Dataset 

The KDDCup99 dataset have high number of useless records which cause the 

algorithms to be unfair and so stop them, in corrected KDD dataset all jobless or useless 

removed so in this way classifier may not be unfair 

 

3.2. 10% KDD Dataset 

The KDDCup99 have much huge in size so rarely it useed completely for train or test 

phase. Mostly 10% of dataset use. Following figure the total of instances dataset and the 

number of specific attacks present in each of the variant is given. 

 

Figure 2. Attacks Division in Dataset 

 

Figure 3. Attack Types with Their Corresponding Type 

 

4. Decision Tree and K-Nearest Neighbor 

Decision tree known as classification methods from data mining. The classification 

method inductively educated to made model from categorized group of record   .Decision 

tree categories the given records by the use of their attributes. DT starts made by the 

group of already classified data.   

DT use the training record which labeled in standing of the attributes. The big problem 

here to determine the attribute which can be good divider for the records into many 

classes. ID3 uses the info academic method for this problem. Info theory use the thought 

of “Entropy”, which determine to make data clear. The rate of “Entropy” is little when the 

class division is not event, it happen when all data item have one class. The rate of 

“Entropy” become higher when class division become more even, then happen when data 

item have more classes. “Information Gain” based on unity of every attribute in 

categorizing the data item.  For classification unknown object started from root of DT and 

tracts the branch given by the result of every test until a leaf node come. Decision tree 

starts from the implementation of many algorithms some are ID3 and after extends into 

C4.5. It avoid over fitting records it handles nonstop attributes and able to get a suitable 

attribute selection. It carries the training data with missing values and improve 

computation performance. DT have ability to get the organization problem from intrusion 

detection by learning the model from the dataset and determine the new data item from 

one of class mentioned by dataset. DT uses “misuse intrusion detection” as can learn a 

training data based on model and can guess the upcoming data as one of the threat cast or 

normal as on leaned model. DT can carry large dataset also can handle big data flows in 
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network so high performance of DT made it useful in intrusion detection. DT make easily 

describable model that useful for admin for inspection.  

The k Nearest Neighbor is a part from   data   mining   society. This algorithm is  

determined by  use of  the  distance  which   calculated by using  the  difference  in  the  

distances  between  each  of  the  topographies  of  the  instance  and   

It’s surrounding.  

 

5. Ensemble Mathods 

Ensemble techniques are used to combine many theories, mostly this idea used to find 

strong learner method among weak learner. Ada boost Boosting bagging are methods 

which are famous in this area and used to make less over-fitting drawback comes from 

machine learning.  

Bagging or bootstrap aggregation is only coolest but extremely positive   set of   theory   

for improving the glitches in classification. For    example, algorithms   as like   decision   

tree   algorithms can be  variable  ,  especially  when  the  label  of  a  point  less change  

and  training  can  behavior  into  many  different  trees  .  This theory is mostly used for 

DT algorithms, but also useful with other classification algorithms as   like   NB,   K-NN,   

induction rule, etc. 

 

 

Figure 4. Decision Tree in Bagging 

This method (Figure.4) create many datasets by “bootstarping”, create one decision 

trees for each dataset. Combine each tree by averaging (or voting) final decision, on 

average batter result then individual result 

 

6. Proposed Hybrid Algorithm 
 

 

Fignure 5. Proposed Algorithm  
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To achieve the efficiency of the algorithms (Figure 5), both was trained on the KDD 

dataset with “10-fold cross validation” test mode. To test and determine the method we 

use “10-fold cross validation”. In this procedure the dataset is separated in 10 subset. 

Every time one of the ten subsets is use as a test-set and the other k-1 subset form the train 

set. Performance analysis measured through all 10 trials this provides a batter signal how 

well the method/classifier can work on unseen data. Hybrid DT-KNN perform better than 

the separate decision tree and KNN for normal class. For Probe and Normal classes it 

perform better than a separate decision tree and KNN method. 

Table 2. Results 

 

 

Figure 6. Graph for the Accuracies of the Three Classifiers (DT, KNN and 
DT-KNN) 

After the above results (Figure.6), we can achieve that while the node info collected 

from the decision tree did improve the performance of KNN, on the entire hybrid DT-

KNN model did not have the expected 100 percent progress in many classes of attacks, 

but it succeeds the individual decision tree and K Nearest Neighbor classification 

algorithm. Figure above defines the performance of the correctly classified instances of 

each algorithm. After classification of KDD test dataset, it is shown that the hybrid DT-

KNN algorithm shows the higher detection accuracy. 

 

5. Conclusion and Future Works 

As from experiment on KDD Dataset, the given hybrid classifier could get an accuracy 

of 100% with a false positive are of 0%. Comparison with other NIDSs that also useful 

KDD cup dataset, this classifier present good performance in U2R, R2L, DoS and Probe 

attacks, through this was not good for U2R and R2L attacks  unless as it gives equal 

detection rate as KNN but it takes long time which can be ignored. However, in term of 

accuracy, the given classifier could get the best progress at 100%. This practical was 

performed on 10% KDD cup dataset. Some new attack instances in dataset which never 

appeared in training can also detected by this system 

 

Attack Type Classifiers Performance 

Decision Tree KNN DT-KNN 

Normal 100% 99.97% 100% 

U2R 75.00% 86.54% 86.54% 

PROBE 99.49% 99.44% 99.50% 

R2L 98.05% 98.76% 98.76% 

DOS 96.83% 98.32% 99% 
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